2. Align the cover flat against the battery compartment, then slide it upwards.

1. Install the battery, as shown below. Charge your handset(s) before initial use.

For more complete instructions, refer to your user’s manual.

Plug the battery connector securely into the socket inside the handset battery compartment. Insert the supplied battery with the label (BT283342).

Use only the supplied rechargeable battery or replacement battery (model BT183342) or call 1-866-288-4268.

Quick start guide

TL96151

Quick reference guide - handset

Use only the power adapter provided with the product. To obtain a replacement, visit our website at www.telephones.att.com or call 1 (800) 222-3111 in Canada. For more complete instructions, refer to the user’s manual.

Initial setup

1. Plug the battery adapter securely into the socket inside the handset battery compartment. Insert the supplied battery with the label THIS SIDE UP facing up, as indicated.

2. Charge the handset by placing it face down in the telephone base or charger. The CHARGE light on the top of the handset is on during charging.

3. Charge the handset by placing it face down in the telephone base or charger. The CHARGE light on the top of the handset is on during charging.

Softkeys (2)

• Show the menu.
• Select an item or use an entry or setting.

CHARGE light

• Indicates handset is charging.

CLEAR/DELETE

• Press to clear a call in a call.
• Answer a call waiting call during a call.

HOME/FLASH

• Make or answer a cell call.
• Answer a call waiting call during a home call.

1. Press repeatedly to clear it or return to the call log entry before dialing or saving it to the directory.

TONE

• Set tone temporarily during dialing.
• Turn the ringer temporarily off.

SPEAKER

• Make or answer a home or cell call using the speakerphone.
• Save a voice message to the speakerphone and the handset.

REDIAL/Pause

• Press repeatedly to view the last 10 numbers dialed.
• Press and hold to insert a dialing pause while saving it in a directory.

EQ

• During an outside call, intercom call, message playback, or while entering numbers, press to change the quality of the audio to best suit your hearing.

DIAL/Volume

• Scroll up or down.
• Increase listening volume when on a call or message playback.
• View directory entries.

MUTE/DELETE

• Press during a call.
• End a call while providing.
• Delete an individual entry.

OFF/CANCEL

• Cancel or stop a call or message playback.
• Use to stop recording a voice message.

VOICEMAIL

• Play your voicemail messages.

ANS ON

• answer a call waiting call during a cell call.

CUT/DELETE

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

VOICEMAIL

• Play your voicemail messages.

ANNOUNCEMENT

• Insert a dialing pause.

VOICEMAIL

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETEx

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

OFF/CANCEL

• Cancel or stop a call or message playback.
• Use to stop recording a voice message.

VOICEMAIL

• Play your voicemail messages.

ANS ON

• answer a call waiting call during a cell call.

CUT/DELETE

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.

DELETex

• Press to delete the message currently playing.
• Press twice to delete all previously received messages.
• While reviewing names or numbers, press to delete a single contact or entry.
• While reviewing the list, list, directory or cell log, press to delete an individual entry from the directory.

PLAY/STOP

• Press to start or stop message playback.

MUTE

• Silence the ringer temporarily.

TOGGLE TONE/DIAL

• Press to switch to tone dialing.
• Switch to tone dialing while dialing or saving it in a directory.
To end a home call
Press HOME or \speaker on the handset or \speaker on the telephone base in idle mode.

Caller ID announcement
When this feature is on and you have an incoming call, the handset or/and speaker phone announce “Call from...” and/or caller ID information. You can turn this feature off for the base or each handset.

Directory
The home directory can store up to 200 entries, which are shared by all system devices.

Answering system
The answering system must be turned on to answer and record messages.

Operation
Making a call
To make a call
Using a handset or the telephone base: Press HOME or \speaker. If the telephone base is in idle mode, press \dial pad, or \spkr to answer the call.

Making a call (continued)
If the telephone base is in idle mode and has new or missed calls, its screen shows “\+M” or “\+M MISSED.” You can erase the missed call indicator either by reviewing the call log by one entry or by pressing and holding \cancel on the handset or the telephone base in idle mode.

Ending a call
To end a call
Using a handset or the telephone base: Press \home or \spk to switch. To switch back, press \home or \spk repeatedly to select the desired entry. or \dial to browse through the directory.

Incoming call
When you pair a Bluetooth cell phone or Bluetooth headset to the telephone base,

Setup
The following are a few common Bluetooth features to set. Refer to the menu. Operation

Caller ID
This product supports caller ID services offered by most telephone service providers. The telephone stores caller ID information of the last 50 incoming calls in the telephone base. This information is common to all devices.

Missed call indicator
When a handset or the telephone base is in idle mode and has new or missed calls, its screen shows “\+M” or “\+M MISSED.” You can erase the missed call indicator either by reviewing the call log by one entry or by pressing and holding \cancel on the handset or the telephone base in idle mode.

Review and dial a number in the call log
If you have made a call to a saved entry, to select the desired entry: or \dial to review the list. or \home or \spk on the handset or \home on the telephone base to call using the selected entry.

-OR- \spk \cell or \home \cell to call.

Directory
Adding an entry in the directory
\home or \spk: \home or \spk to select Home, \new or \new to save. 6. Enter a name up to 15 characters. \text{SAVE}.

Search/dialing an entry
1. \dial in idle mode or or \dial to select the desired entry. or \dial to browse through the directory, or press \home and \new to start a name search.

2. Press \home or \spk on a handset or \home on the telephone base on a call to use the selected entry.

-OR- \spk \cell or \home \cell to call.

-OR- \home or \spk on the telephone base to call using the handset.

-OR- \spk \cell or \home \spk \cell or \home \cell to call.

Message playback
Using the telephone base
Press \play when the telephone base is in idle mode.

Using a handset
To select \play messages:

1. \dial to select \play messages or \dial to select \ans.

2. \dial or \dial to select \showing or \show to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

3. \dial or \dial to select \ans.

4. \dial to choose On or \dial to choose Off.

Message settings
Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages can be heard over at telephone base when they are being recorded. If you turn call screening on, you will hear the incoming message at the telephone base.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:

1. \dial or \dial to select \ans or \dial to select \ans.

2. \dial or \dial to select \ans or \dial to select \ans.

3. \dial or \dial to select \ans or \dial to select \ans.

4. \dial or \dial to select \ans or \dial to select \ans.

Menu navigation
Menu navigation is a feature that provides access to different types of voice messages, which are placed on the telephone base.

For more detailed instructions, please refer to the TL96151 DECT 6.0 cordless telephone user’s manual. The telephone base is available with Bluetooth enabled. The Bluetooth technology simple and secure way to exchange data and services with other Bluetooth-enabled devices. Pairing involves exchanging a Bluetooth code and selecting one from a list of their own devices.

Caller ID services offer a valuable information that can be used for various purposes, such as verifying the identity of a caller. Many service providers offer caller ID services, which display the phone number of the caller on the telephone screen. However, some telephone companies and service providers do not offer caller ID services. In those cases, you may need to contact your service provider for more information.

Answering system (continued)
Turning an answering system on/off
The answering system must be turned on to answer and record messages.

Using the telephone base:
1. Press \ans on \ans to turn the answering system on or off. If the answering system is turned on, it announces, “Calls will be answered.” If the answering system is turned off, it announces, “Calls will not be answered.”

Message alert tone
When this feature is on, and there is at least one new message, the telephone base plays the alert tone. You can turn this feature on or off using the \ans button on the telephone base.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:

1. \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

Call screening
Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages can be heard over at telephone base when they are being recorded. If you turn call screening on, you will hear the incoming message at the telephone base. While monitoring an incoming message, you can answer the call by pressing HOME or \spk on the handset or \home on the telephone base.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:

1. \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

Menu settings
Menu settings are a feature that provides access to various settings and options that can be used to customize the telephone base.

Directory
Adding an entry in the directory
\home or \spk: \home or \spk to select Home, \new or \new to save. 6. Enter a name up to 15 characters. \text{SAVE}.

Search/dialing an entry
1. \dial in idle mode or or \dial to select the desired entry. or \dial to browse through the directory, or press \home and \new to start a name search.

2. Press \home or \spk on a handset or \home on the telephone base on a call to use the selected entry.

-OR- \spk \cell or \home \spk \cell or \home \cell to call.

-OR- \home or \spk on the telephone base to call using the handset.

-OR- \spk \cell or \home \spk \cell or \home \cell to call.

Message playback
Using the telephone base
Press \play when the telephone base is in idle mode.

Using a handset
To select \play messages:

1. \dial to select \play messages or \dial to select \ans.

2. \dial or \dial to select \ans or \dial to select \ans.

3. \dial or \dial to select \ans or \dial to select \ans.

4. \dial or \dial to select \ans or \dial to select \ans.

Message settings
Use this feature to choose whether incoming messages can be heard over at telephone base when they are being recorded. If you turn call screening on, you will hear the incoming message at the telephone base. While monitoring an incoming message, you can answer the call by pressing HOME or \spk on the handset or \home on the telephone base.

Using a cordless handset or the telephone base:

1. \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

-OR- \dial or \dial to select \ans.

Menu navigation
Menu navigation is a feature that provides access to different types of voice messages, which are placed on the telephone base.

For more detailed instructions, please refer to the TL96151 DECT 6.0 cordless telephone user’s manual. The telephone base is available with Bluetooth enabled. The Bluetooth technology simple and secure way to exchange data and services with other Bluetooth-enabled devices. Pairing involves exchanging a Bluetooth code and selecting one from a list of their own devices.